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TEST 16_ 300315 

 I. (1-10) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each 

sentence: 

    1/ They couldn’t pass the final __________  because  they didn’t work hard. 

          A. exam            B. course            C. academy             D. institute 

    2/ On the first and  second night of Passover, Jewish families eat a special 

__________  called   Seder. 

A. gift           B. meal              C. drink D. cake 

    3/ Crops are sprayed with ____________ to kill insects. 

          A. fertilizer           B. manual            C. dung                D. pesticide 

    4/ Phuong Thao was very nervous as a plane   __________ . 

A.  took off           B. turned off               C. saw off             D. went off  

    5/  ________  It was so cold, he went out without an overcoat. 

 A. If         B. Since                C.  Because               D. Although 

   6/  The weather in Ha Noi is different _________  that in Ho Chi Minh city. 

           A. with          B. as           C. from               D. about 

   7/  You can’t enjoy hiking in winter _________ snow covers everything.  

           A. which            B. when            C. that       D. whom 

   8/ On the way back, we had to stop at a __________  to get some petrol. 

          A. gas station           B. grocery store             C. chemist’s                D. bakery 

   9/  Every year, natural  ________  cause millions of dollars worth of damage. 

A. events            B. disasters          C. temperatures       D. accidents 

   10/ You look tired , Why don’t you have a __________ ? 

          A. lie                B. stay                 C. rest                D. stop 
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Answer:  

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____   

     6/ _____       7/ _____         8/ _____          9/ _____           10/ _____   

 

II. (11-12)  Choose the underlined word or phrase(A,B,C, or D) that needs 

correcting: 

    11/  She will pay  less  but she uses two energy-saving bulbs. 

                           A     B     C                               D 

    12/ The questions the teacher wrote  on the board was not easy. 

                                   A                  B     C                    D 

Answer: 

     11/ _____        12/ _____         

 

III. (13-16) Use the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses.   

    13/ They  __________  in touch with each other for two years. (not keep) 

    14/ Last Friday, my sister  ____________  Uncle Ho’s Mausoleum. ( visit) 

    15/ I wish I __________  Peter. Sometimes I am confused ( understand) 

    16/ I enjoyed  ___________  with my family at the coastal resort last summer. 

(be) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____              

 

IV. (17-22)  Use the correct form of the words in parentheses: 

    17/ Since her ___________,  the room has been full of laughter. ( preserve) 

    18/  We should end a letter ___________ with the words “Sincerely yours”. 

( polite) 
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    19/ Machines have  __________  people in many areas of industry. ( 

replacement) 

    20/ Wearing ________  clothes is not as important as wearing  suitable clothes. 

(fashion) 

    21/ There mistake was due to youth and _________  .  ( experience) 

    22/ Most people  believe that ghosts are ______  .  There are no ghosts in the 

world. ( exist) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____           5/ _____    6/ _____   

 

V.  (23-28) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage: 

        Air pollution is a (23)___________  of  ill health in human beings. In a lot of 

countries there are laws limiting the amount of smoke (24) ________  factories 

increasingly produce. Although there  isn’t (25) ___________   information on the 

amount of smoke in the atmosphere, doctors  have (26) ________  that air pollution 

causes lung diseases. Poisonous gases from the exhaust of cars have ( 27) _________  

increased air pollution in most city. The lead in petrol produces a poisonous gas  

which often (28) __________  in busy streets surrounded by high buildings. 

 

23/ A. cause             B. result                   C. purpose                D. contrast 

24/ A. what              B.  which             C. where                D. in which 

25/ A. to                  B. many            C. so                        D. enough 

26/ A. advised               B. warned                    C. wanted                     D. allowed 

27/ A. hardly             B. quickly            C. nearly                   D. almost 
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28/ A. occurs        B. takes        C. happened                 D. took                      

 

Answer: 

 1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____        6/ _____   

 

VI. (29-32) Read the dialogue and then decide whether the statements that 

follow are true or false. Write True or False in your answersheet: 

          In the center of Southeast Asia in the nation of Thailand (the former name was 

Siam). It is surrounded by Burma, Cambodia, Laos,  the Gulf of Siam, and the 

Andaman Sea. 

     In the northern part of the country, there are mountains with forests and very 

fertile land. In the south, there rain forests where you can find tigers and monkeys, 

for example. In general, the weather is hot, humid, and tropical. The weather is 

controlled by monsoons, which are very heavy rains that occur at certain time of the 

year. These heavy rains come from the ocean. 

     The most important exports of Thailand are rice, rubber, corn and tin. In fact, 

Thailand is one of the world’s leading exporters of rice 

 True False 

29/ The old name of Thailand  was Siam. ____ 

 

____ 

 

30/ We may conclude that in southern Thailand it never snows. 

 

____ 

 

____ 

 

31/ Thailand is biggest export is rubber. ____ 

 

____ 

 

32/ The rains which come from the ocean are called monsoons. ____ ____ 
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VII. (33-36) Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the 

sentence printed  before them. 

     

33/  I’d prefer a salad to  a cooked meal. 

        I’d rather 

___________________________________________________________ 

 34/  Tan Phuoc hadn’t made a speech before, so he is very nervous.. 

        Because Tan Phuoc wasn’t used 

___________________________________________________________ 

 35/  When my father was young, he usually sang very well in a rock band. 

         When my father was young, he  used to be 

___________________________________________________________ 

36/  He never writes to his friends.  

       If  only 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

 


